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I. The Capitalist Commonwealth 

A.  "Neomercantilist" – define 

− A system of government-assisted economic development embraced throughout the nation, 

especially in the Northeast, by Republican state legislatures. The system consisted of private 

property, market exchange, individual opportunity, and activist governments. 

 

B. Banking and Credit – what happened to the Bank of the United States in 1811 

− The Jeffersonian Republican-dominated Congress refused to renew it when the charter expired. In 

1816 the National Republicans controlled Congress chartered a new bank (the Second Bank of the 

US). 

 

C. Panic of 1819 – define, causes, effect on farmers 

− First major economic crisis of the US caused by dubious banking policies of state-chartered banks. 

Farmers and planters faced 30% drop in world agricultural prices, and as farmers' income declined 

they couldn't pay debts owed to stores and banks, many of which went bankrupt. 

 

D. Rural Manufacturing – changes in how goods were distributed, what drove the change 

− Before 1800 artisans bartered locally but they expanded their markets nationally. Entrepreneurs 

drove the change; they bought raw materials, hired farm families to process them, and distributed 

the finished manufactures. 

 

E. Growth of manufacturing – pros and cons, effects on environment 

− Farmers switched from subsistence farming to producing for markets which brought them money 

but left them at the mercy of the market; the urge to produce more in order to earn more destroyed 

the environment (forests leveled for farmland, rivers and fish migratory patterns disrupted by 

waterwheels) and led to pollution (foul odor from slaughterhouses and tanneries). 

 

F. New Transportation Systems – impact of turnpikes and water transport 

− Expanded markets demanded better transport; turnpikes/toll roads connected cities, boosted 

regional economies, and allowed people to go to town at all times and in all weather; inland market 

cities and seaport cities were accessible to one another; water transport was easier and cheaper and 

rivers were dredged and canals were constructed to bypass waterfalls and rapids; farmers settled 

along rivers for easy transport of their goods. 
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G. Public Enterprise: The Commonwealth System – how laws "of great public utility" to "increase the 

commonwealth" were problematic 

− Usually the laws were special charters that bestowed legal privileges, like eminent domain, to 

corporations which would subordinate interests of private citizens in favor of the corporation; 

while society as a whole benefitted from the resulting institutions (turnpikes, bridges, canals, mills 

and factories), critics worried that favoring the corporations/enterprises was "anti-republican" and 

in violation of the equal rights of all citizens. 

 

H. Commonwealth System – define 

− The republican system of political economy created by state governments by 1820, whereby states 

funneled aid to private businesses whose projects would improve the general welfare. 

 

II. Towards a Democratic Republican Culture 

A. Opportunity and Equality — for White Men – views on social mobility in Europe versus the US; 

status of women and African Americans in the US 

− Europeans had hereditary aristocracy and rising from a lower class due to personal achievement 

was seen as a disgrace and with reproach; in the US there was a lack of hereditary aristocracy and 

democratic republicanism celebrated social mobility and political equality; it encouraged people to 

elevate their social status by hard work and talent. Long distinguished US families felt threatened 

by wealth-driven social mobility. Women and African Americans were denied the same chances 

for advancement that white men had . 

 

B. Toward Republican Families – John Adams' comment on equality 

− It had "spread to where it was not intended," encouraging his wife and others to demand legal and 

financial rights. 

 

C. Sentimentalism – define, how it manifested itself 

− A movement (part of the Romantic Movement that spread to the US from Europe in the late 18th 

century) that emphasized emotions and a sensuous appreciation of God, nature, and people. 

Emphasis on deeply felt emotions pervaded literary works, popular theatrical melodramas, and 

passionate rhetoric of revivalist preachers. 

 

D. Companionate marriages – define, compare to earlier view on marriage 

− Marriage based on the republican values of equality and mutual respect; husbands retained 

significant legal power but increasingly came to see their wives as loving partners rather than 

inferiors/dependents. 

− Marriage used to be arranged based on a parent's assessment of a potential son/daughter-in-law's 

morality and financial benefit; physical and emotional attraction was secondary. Parents lost 

control over their children as cultural/social customs changed. 
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E. Demographic transition– define, causes 

− The sharp decline in birthrate in the US beginning in the late 1790s that was caused by the 

migration of thousands of young men to the trans-Appalachian west, leaving many unmarried 

women or causing delays in marriage and births; middle-class couples deliberately limited the size 

of their family so children could have an adequate inheritance and women would have to spend 

less time raising children. 

 

F. Republican motherhood – define 

− The idea that the primary role of American women was to instill a sense of patriotic duty and 

republican virtue in their children and mold them into exemplary republican citizens. 

 

G. Raising Republican Children – how ideas from the Enlightenment and Second Great Awakening 

influenced views on child rearing; foreigner's assessment of US parents 

− Those influenced by the Enlightenment ideals considered children to be rational creatures that 

were best trained by means of advice and praise, saw the parents' role to develop child's 

conscience, self-discipline, and sense of responsibility. The Second Great Awakening ideals 

promoted idea that children were stained by sin and needed strict rules and harsh discipline, 

instilling fear in children was encouraged. Many Europeans though US parents gave children too 

much respect/freedom. 

 

III. Aristocratic Republicanism and Slavery 

A. Manumission – define, two developments that supported it 

− The legal act of relinquishing property rights in slaves. Worried that a large free black population 

would threaten the institution of slavery, the Virginia assembly repealed Virginia's manumission 

law in 1792. Religious developments (Quaker, Baptist, Methodists) and intellectual developments 

(Enlightenment/John Locke ideals) supported manumission and eventually influenced northern 

laws against slavery. 

 

B. Herrenvolk republic – define 

− A republic based on the principle of rule by a master race. To preserve their privileged social 

position, southern leaders restricted individual liberty and legal equality to whites. 

 

C. The North and South Grow apart – differences noted by foreigners comparing North and South 

− New England was home to religious fanaticism but people were generally better educated; 

southerners became lazy due to abundance of slave labor and often wasted time/wealth gambling 

and drinking. 

 

D. Slavery and National Politics – how the issue of slavery became political 

− Northern states ended slavery and called for end to Atlantic slave trade and an end to trading slaves 

between states. The South dominated the Presidency and Congress and ensured that slavery 

remained intact and enacted legislation that upheld slavery in D.C. 
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E. American Colonization Society – define, position on freeing slaves, African American’s response 

− A society founded by Henry Clay and other prominent citizens in 1817. The society argued that 

slaves had to be freed and then resettled, in Africa or elsewhere. Many free African Americans 

objected to being resettled as they viewed themselves as American and therefore were entitled to 

the same rights and privileges granted to white Americans. 

 

F. Missouri Compromise – define, the heart of the issue 

− A series of political agreements decided by Speaker of the House Henry Clay that allows Maine to 

enter the Union as a free state in 1820 and Missouri to enter as a slave state in 1821. The bargain 

preserved the balance in the Senate between North and South and set a precedent for future 

admissions to the Union. Conflict was about representation in government and threatening the 

institution of slavery in the South. 

 

IV. Protestant Christianity as a Social Force 

A. Established church – define 

− A church given privileged legal status by the government. Historically, established churches in 

Europe and America were supported by public taxes and were often the only legally permitted 

religious institutions. 

 

B. Voluntarism – define 

− The funding of churches by their members. It allowed the laity to control the clergy, while also 

supporting self-government. 

 

C. "Unchurched" – define, link to Methodist/Baptist churches 

− Irreligious Americans/ those not linked to any particular church. Evangelical Methodist and Baptist 

churches were the most successful in attracting new members from the unchurched. 

 

D. Second Great Awakening – define, how it affected women (teaching) 

− Unprecedented religious revival that swept the nation between 1790 and 1850. It proved to be a 

major impetus for reform movements of the era. Women got more power and acceptance in 

religious groups; prayer meetings became mixed and religious activism advanced female education 

which led to women displacing men as teachers and giving them an active role in public life.  


